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Section 1 : Product Overview
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From 64 uHz to 100 kHzI the HP 3562A is:

A Network Analyzer

I Fast, accurate frequency response magnitude and phase‘ I Built-in source generates noise and sine signals
I FFT analysis provides real time network adjustment
I Powerful marker and display functions simplify analysis

A Spectrum Analyzer

I 801»line resolution and 80 dB of dynamic range
I Up to 100 times faster than swept spectrum analyzers
I AM, FM and PM demodulation on either or both inputs
I Correlation. histogram and spectral density measurements

A Waveform Recorder

I Capture and store transient events in the internal butter
I Store long events directly to an external disc
I Analyze captured data in the time and frequency domains
I Perform frequency domain analysis with averaging and zoom

Which makes key contributions such as:

I Fast FFT-based linear and log -resolution measurements, as well as true swept sine
capability

I 801-line resolution in single- or dual-channel operation
I Built-in signal source for stimulus/response testing can be controlled manually or via

HP-lB

I High performance 13-bit analog-to~digital converters provide a full 80 dB of dynamic
range for each input

I Set ups, measurement results, and more, can be stored directly to an external HP-IB
disc drive

I Curve fitting capability can create an analytical pole/zero model of a measured networkl I Demodulation allows complete analysis of the detected signal in the time, frequency
and amplitude domains

I Thorough documentation of results through direct control of HF’-IB disc drives and
H P-GL plotters

I Automation of testing and analysis through complete HP-IB programmability, or built-in
auto sequence programming



Key features per application area:
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Electronics
I Measurement versatility as six analyzers in one package

I Built-in signal source for network analysis

9‘

I Accuracy and resolution for precise network and spectrum analysis results

I Variety of display formats and marker functions simplify on-screen analysis

I Manipulate measured or stored data with waveform math

I Store results and set ups internally. or in an external disc drive

Servo Control Systems

I Predict system performance with frequency response synthesis

I Test systems quickly with 8Ot~line linear resolution or 8O»point-per-decade logarithmic

resolution

I Full function swept sine frequency response analyzer capabilities are also built»in for

easy comparison

I Fully differential inputs can float at different voltage levels for in-circuit testing

I Extract pole and zero values from measured frequency response data with the

advanced curve fitter

I Document results completely through disc storage and direct digital plotting

Mechanical Applications
I Excellent low frequency coverage with complete aliasing protection

I l\/latch the frequencyeproportional response of structures with I

measurements

ogarithmic resolution

I Analyze closely spaced resonances or vibration harmonics with 801-line linear

resolution measurements

I Enter transducer calibration factors and units with the engineering units calibration

capability
I Normalize the frequency axis to orders of rotation through external sampling

I Perform modal, acoustic. and machinery analysis with available software solutions

A Dynamic Signal Analyzer
-,'.~; . /.~ -‘->~.t . .

The HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer is a dual-channel EFT-based network. spectrum

and waveform analyzer which provides unequaled analysis capabilities in both the time

and frequency domains. An outstanding combination of performance and features at a

great price makes this analyzer a powerful solution for industries such as:

Computer Peripherals: servo control systems, structural dynamics, vibration analysis.

acoustics
Robotics: closed-loop positioning systems, structural dynamics, vibration analysis

Transportation: structural dynamics, vibration analysis, control systems, acoustics,

electronic subsystems

Aerospace: control systems, structural dynamics. vibration analysis, acoustics

Telecommunications: audio distortion analysis, DTMF analysis,

testing, modem testing

voice/data channel

Electronics: filter testing (analog, crystal, switched capacitor), switching power supply

development and testing. high volume production testing

Audio and Video: distortion analysis. speed control system analysis. vibration analysis of

motors

Machinery: vibration analysis, bearing signature analysis, structural dynamics. control

systems
Underwater Engineering: sonar/acoustics. transducer calibration

2 — 
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Section 2: Market Overview

Whi Did We Build the HP 3562A?

Improve our Leading Position

Hewlett-Packard has been an established leader in the FFT analyzer market since 1969
(Figure 2-1 is a vintage chart showing the introduction of HP FFT analyzers). Although the
market is still relatively young, dual-channel Dynamic Signal Analyzers such as the HP

3582A. HP 5420A/B, and HP 5423A have done much to fuel growth and expansion.

Figure 2-1: HP DSA/low frequency spectrum analyzer vintage chart
Year 1-Channel 2-Channel System

1975 3580A’ 5451 B

1976

1977 5420A

1978 3582A 5451 C/542'/A

1979 5423A

1980

1981 5420B

1982

1983 3561A
1984 3562A
‘Low frequency swept spectrum analyzer has been used in DSA application areas

The existing products have been accepted in a wide range of applications and have
opened new markets for DS/-\s such as servo control systems. To continue the growth
trend, and to maintain our share of the market, continued new product introductions are

required. We introduced the first of our new products, the single-channel HP 3561A. in

October 1983; the newest member of the HP Dynamic Signal Analyzer family is the dual-

channel HP 3562A.

As the market matures. users are increasing their understanding of both their
measurement needs and the capabilities of Dynamic Signal Analyzers. A natural
consequence of this is a call for improvements and enhancements beyond the
capabilities of existing products. Key examples include:

HP 3582A
I Frequency coverage above 25 kHz

I Direct digital plotting

I Logarithmic frequency display

I Frequency response resolution better than 128 lines

I inputs more sensitive than 3O mv
I Engineering units calibration on inputs

HP 5420B/23A
I Frequency coverage above 25.6 kHz

I Frequency resolution better than 256 lines

I Faster access times to mass storage

I Swept sine test capabilities built-in

I Improved portability

I Lower cost

All of these improvements, and more, are included in the new HP 3562A.

.
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The Market is Growini
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The DSA market itself is very dynamic, in terms of product types. apptications. and
growth, Figure 2-2 shows the estimated market sizes for the years 1978-1987.

The current period represents an upswing from the 1980-1982 period of little growth.
Present trends in the market (better economic conditions and a large number of new
product introductions) are driving the upward trend. With the recent introduction of the
HP 3562A and the HP 3561A, we expect this trend to continue with growth rates
returning to past rates of 16% per year or better.

Figure 2-2: Estimated DSA market size, by year, for the period 1978 through 1987
[Sourcez Prime Data]
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Section 3: Electronic Applications

General electronics measurements, on the R&D bench or in an automated test system.
require three types of equipment: network analyzers, spectrum analyzers, and waveform
recorders. The HP 3562A can fill all of these roles, from dc to 100 kHz, on the bench or
in a system.

As a solution for electronics testing, the HP 3562A is truly versatile. providing the
capabilities of six analyzers in one package:
I Network analyzer

I Swept sine frequency response analyzer

I Spectrum analyzer

I Modulation analyzer

I Transient analyzer

I Waveform recorder

Additionally, simple solutions for documentation and automation requirements are built-in.
Results can be saved in mass storage through direct control of HP-IB disc drives such as
the HP 9lXX and HP 794X families. Hardcopy results can be produced by attaching an
HP-GL plotter such as the HP 7470 or the HP 7550 (sheet feed commands are built-in).

For computer control, the HP 3562A is fully HP-IB programmable (excepting power
ON/OFF and display intensity). Automation is also possible through the built-in Auto
Sequence programming function: a series of commands can be entered into an auto
sequence program and then be executed at any time. Up to five 2O»line auto sequence
programs can be created and stored internally (non-volatile); additional programs can be
stored on disc.

Q Contributions Within Kei Areas

Network Analysis

Some specific contributions within network, spectrum and waveform analysis are worth a

closer look.

With a pair of well matched input channels and a builtein source. the HP 3562A is

equipped to make precise network measurements:

I 80 dB dynamic range and cross channel match of 1 0.1 dB and 1 0.5 degree in

linear resolution mode: dynamic range greater than 130 dB is possible in swept sine
with input autoranglng activated

I built-in source provides random noise for testing non-linear networks. fast sine chirps
for testing linear networks (or for fast characterizations of non-linearities) and phase
continuous linear or log sweeps for swept sine testing

The linear resolution. log resolution and swept sine measurement modes in the HP 3562A
provide a variety of accurate solutions for network testing:

I 801-line linear resolution delivers fast, accurate measurements of resonances: zoom
analysis provides resolution to 25.6 uHz with iO.OO4°/0 frequency accuracy

I 80-point-per-decade log resolution creates results similar to a log sweep swept sine
test with the speed of FFT analysis

I swept sine mode provides features such as: automatic resolution adjustment to
save time in low-O regions and increase resolution in high-Q regions; manual selection
of increasing or decreasing sweep frequency

Quick on-screen analysis of results is easy through the high quality HP 1345A display, a
variety of display formats, and independent X» and Y-axis markers:

I frequency response magnitude (linear or log) and phase can be displayed versus
linear or log frequency: true log-log graticule can also be selected

I single trace, split trace and front/back display formats simplify analysis and
comparisons. as well as plotting

I single-point X-axis marker provides 0.01 dB resolution; band cursor capability
simplifies measurement of parameters such as 3 dB bandwidth: X- and Y-axis band
cursors can also be used to expand portions of displayed data for closer inspection
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Finally, once the data has been gathered, mathematical manipulation may be required to

put the results into a more useful form:

I waveform math performs user-defined algebraic operations on or between measured

traces‘ stored traces and user-entered constants; higher level functions such as

integration and differentiation are also selectable

I the unique HP 3562A curve fitter can transform a measured frequency response into

a table of poles and zeroes for detailed mathematical analysis: curve fit results can

be transferred to the frequency response synthesis table for manipulation and format

Spectrum Analysis

transformation (pole/residue and ratio of polynomials)

network modeling can be performed in the test instrument: frequency response
synthesis transforms a table of user-entered values (pole/zero, pole/residue. or ratio-of-

polynomials) into the predicted magnitude and phase response

For more details regarding network testing and analysis, please refer to the Modeling.

Testing and Analysis portions of Section 4, Servo Control System Applications,

Excellent speed: resolution and accuracy, plus a wide variety of measurements. make the

HP 3562/\ a great two-channel spectrum analyzer:

calibration standard accuracy: single~channel absolute amplitude accuracy is 1 0.15

dB
closely spaced frequency components can be analyzed with 801-line linear resolution

zoom measurements; resolve components as close as 25.6 uHz with 1 0.004%

frequency accuracy
I linear resolution mode provides measurements such as power spectrum, cross

The demodulation pre-processing function is a significant new capability for analyzers in

spectrum, auto correlation, cross correlation, histogram. and spectral density functions

this frequency range:

zoom measurements can be demodulated (AM, FM or PM) on either or both input

channels; the demodulated signal can be displayed in the time and frequency domains

all linear resolution measurements, including correlation functions and histograms,
can be performed on the demodulated signal

HP proprietary digital filters make possible some very useful display configurations:

simultaneous display of a full span (100 kHz) linear spectrum and a zoom span

measurement in upper/lower format

I for a selected zoom span with averaging, the averaged spectrum can be shown on

one trace with the instantaneous (non-averaged) spectrum displayed on the other:

when combined with the “peak hold" or “continuous peak" functions. informative

monitoring measurements are easy to implement

Analysis of displayed data is enhanced by the versatile display functions. the independent

X- and Y-axis markers, and the special marker functions:

calibrate the vertical axis of the display in dBm with user-selected resistance

relative frequency and amplitude measurements are fast and easy with the band

7/

cursor function

special marker functions include marker-to-peak, in-band power, harmonic markers

(with readout of harmonic power and total harmonic distortion), and sideband markers

(with readout of modulation index and sideband power)

¢
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Waveform Recording

Internal and external storage of sampled time data, pre- and post-trigger delays, complete
alias-frequency protection, time domain analysis, and frequency domain measurements
and analysis, combine to make the HP 3562A a great solution for transient and waveform
analysis:

Time Capture Mode
I transients can be recorded in the 20,480-point internal storage buffer (singlechannel

time data); gather 20,480 consecutive samples of signals containing components up to
100 kHz (256 kHz sampling rate)

I for quick analysis, the 20K-point buffer is displayed as a compressed time history; any
portion of the record can be expanded for closer analysis, or the data can be
scrolled through the expanded view

I all single-channel linear resolution measurements can be performed on the
captured data: power spectrum, auto correlation, histogram, spectral density functions

I perform frequency domain measurements with zoom analysis (up to l0 times the
original resolution), and with averaging (including overlap processing)

Time Throughput
I for long events, data from either or both input channels can be sampled and stored

directly to an external HP-IB disc drive—up to 60-million points (134 Megabytes) per
throughput file

I real-time data collection for spans up to 10 kHz in single-channel measurements, and
up to 5 kHz in dual-channel measurements, with Command Set 80 disc drives such as

the HP 794X family

I time data can be recalled as single 2048-point time records for analysis with expansion
and scrolling

I frequency domain analysis can be performed with linear or log resolution
measurements, including demodulation (log resolution requires a minimum of 1O‘[(# of
decades)—1] time records: 1 time record for 1 decade, l0 for 2 decades. etc.); dual»

channel measurements such as frequency response and cross correlation can be
made using the sampled data

I resolution of zoom analysis is limited only by the number of real-time data records
collected (no gaps in the sampled data), and the number of available spans narrower
than the one used during the throughput session

I to compensate for delays, post-trigger delay can be applied “after the fact" during
measurements of throughput data



Section 4: Sen/o Control System Applications
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The HP 3562A is the most powerful standalone solution currently available for servo

system development engineers. Within the cycle of Design, Test, and Analyze, shown

below. several pieces of equipment are typically required in the development of a servo

system: a dual-channel FFT analyzer, a swept sine frequency response analyzer, and a

desktop computer with response modeling and curve fitting software‘ All of these

capabilities, as well as versatile documentation functions, are built into our newest
Dynamic Signal Analyzer.

Prototype/
Build

Analyze Test

AT

Contributions Within the Cycle

Design/Model

Y

The product development and manufacturing cycle shown above is a key element in

both the HP 3562A data sheet and video tape. [A complete presentation can be found

on page 11 of the data sheet.] This general process model provides an excellent

framework for portraying the contributions of the analyzer within the servo application

area.

During the design phase, system response can be modeled in the same device that will

be used to test the prototype, This capability, called frequency response synthesis,

provides several user-oriented features:

n a system model can be entered in three formats: pole/zero, pole/residue. and ratio-
of-polynomials: the model can be transformed from one format to another with a

single softkey

I frequency-normalized networks from a reference book can be entered and synthesized

over any range by entering a scale frequency constant; system gain can also be

entered directly

I to obtain proper resolution, the predicted response can be synthesized with linear or
logarithmic frequency scaling

n to predict the effect of adding compensation or filtering to a system, synthesized data

can be combined with measured data via waveform math operations

9



Test

Analysis

For servo system testing, the HP 3562A makes a major contribution by putting FFT and
swept sine measurement capabilities in a single analyzer. Measurement versatility,
outstanding accuracy, and a built-in signal source combine to make the HP 3562A a
powerful solution for demanding system tests.

The logarithmic resolution. linear resolution FFT and swept sine measurement modes all

perform frequency response, input power spectrum, output power spectrum, and (with
averaging activated) coherence function measurements. Each mode has several
noteworthy attributes:

I multiple-decade measurements made with logarithmic resolution mode provide
results similar to a log swept sine test, typically in much less time; spans from 1 to 5
decades wide can be selected with 80-point-per-decade resolution: compatible
source signals are random noise and fixed sine

I for high resolution measurements of closely spaced resonances, linear resolution
mode provides 801 lines of frequency resolution; frequency response accuracy is

1 0.1 dB and 10.5 degree; compatible source signals include random noise and
periodic sine chirps

I swept sine mode reconfigures the HP 3562A as a full function frequency response
analyzer; several automated measurement functions have been included to provide
high-quality “hands off" testing: as an example, automatic resolution adjustment
saves time in low-Q regions and increases resolution in high-O regions

Once a system has been measured, the analysis power of the HP 3562A can be used to
provide fast, detailed characterizations of system performance
I measurement results are easy to interpret on the high quality HP vector display;

linear or log graticule lines can be selected for the magnitude and frequency axes:
analysis is further simplified by a wide range of available display formats, coordinates
and units

I functions such as open-loop response, noncoherent output power, and spindle run out
can be computed and displayed quickly and easily using waveform math

I on-screen analysis of parameters such as gain and phase margins is simplified by the
independent X- and Y-axis markers; special marker functions such as power and
slope readouts further assist the analysis process

I for detailed mathematical analysis, a measured frequency response can be quickly
transformed into a table of poles and zeroes with the HP 3562A's powerful cun/e
fitter: curve fit results can be transferred into a frequency response synthesis table
where compensation networks can be added to the curve fit poles and zeroes for
“what if" analysis

I documentation is easy to implement through direct control of HP»GL plotters and
external HP-IB disc drives; synthesis tables, measurement results, curve fit
tables, and more, can be plotted or stored for future reference

Addit' _pal_Contributions for ManufacturingI0‘
The HP 3562A clearly makes significant contributions to the development of closedloop
control systems, but the story goes further. In addition to versatile testing functions. the
analyzer provides automation and documentation capabilities which support the needs of
manufacturing test.

I built-in Auto Sequence programming provides powerful automation of measurements
and documentation operations without an external controller; five 20-line programs can
be saved in nonvolatile internal memory, with additional programs stored on an external
disc

I complete HP-IB programmability including direct programming of the HP 1345A
display and user-definable softkey menus (power on/off and display intensity are not
programmable)

I setup states and measurements can be stored directly to an external HP-IB disc drive;
data files are created by the analyzer in HP's logical interchange format (LIF) and can
be accessed as data files by a Series 200 computer



Section 5: Mechanical Applications
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The mechanical market is young and growing, presenting a great opportunity for HP

dynamic signal analyzers. As you might expect within a young marketplace, there is a

growing, but not yet universal, appreciation for the benefits of this type of technology. The

key to spreading this appreciation is to demonstrate the benefits of DSA features such as

dynamic range and measurement speed when applied to mechanical measurements.

When coupled with the appropriate transducers, DSAs provide the frequency range.

resolution, and speed required for detailed analysis of mechanical vibrations in structures

and machines. Additional features such as external sample rate control, “engineering

units” input calibration, and “rpm” or “orders” labelling of the frequency axis, can be

used to present results in mechanica

Contributions Within Kei Areas

Structural Dynam

Engineers working in the areas of str

l terms.

uctural dynamics and machinery vibration will find

that the HP 3562A provides many significant features and benefits.

iO///

structure due to external forces. This

input forces, measuring the resulting

ics

Structural dynamics testing is the process of measuring and characterizing vibrations in a

is usually done by subjecting the structure to known

vibrations, and identifying any and all resonances

large enough in amplitude to cause undesirable effects during normal operation.

The"‘known" force is typically applied to the test object in one of three ways: with an

instrumented hammer, with an electromechanical shaker and amplifier, or via operating

forces (for example, by driving an automobile over a rough road). A force transducer is

used to convert the input force into an electrical signal, which is measured by the

analyzer; the response is usually measured with an accelerometer which also converts the

resulting vibration into an electrical signal, A frequency response measurement of

acceleration divided by force provides a detailed plot of structural resonances versus

frequency at the measured point.

Several important features are included in the HP 3562A which can speed and simplify

structural dynamics testing.

For all types of structural testing:
I 801-line linear resolution mode reduces test time; closely spaced resonances can be

characterized over wide spans in fewer measurements

I input autoranging saves setup time and improves measurement signal-to-noise ratio

For shaker testing:
I the signal source is built in and provides band-limited and band-translated random

noise and periodic sine chirp test stimuli, as well as fixed and swept sine signals; the

source amplitude ramp down fu

and the device under test
notion can be activated to protect the shaker system

I for lightly damped systems, linear resolution measurements made with the burst-

random and burst-chirp test sign

signals shut off before the end oft
als can provide better test results in less time; burst

he data sampling period, allowing the response to

decay by the end of the time record; length of the burst is user-selectable as a

percentage of the sampling period

I log resolution provides true proportional-bandwidth measurements — a technique

which matches the “natural” response of vibrating structures by concentrating

measurement points in the lower half of a decade, while maintaining good resolution in

the upper half; compatible test stimuli are random noise and fixed sine

I detailed linear and log swept sine tests are also easy to perform with the HP 3562A;

input autoranging and automatic o

averaging and integration save tim
r manual control of parameters such as resolution,

e and enhance results

ll€ 
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For impact testing:
I “up only” autoranging saves time when setting the input attenuators with impulsive

stimuli—the attenuator setting will hold the maximum range rather than try to follow the
quiescent or impulse amplitudes

I measurement time can also be saved when averaging by activating automatic
overload rejection; a measurement which overloads either input channel will not be

included in the average. thus eliminating the need to repeat the entire averaged
measurement

I measurement results can be improved with force and exponential window functions;
the force window can be used to eliminate extraneous noise in the impact time record.
while the exponential window can be used to dampen a decaying response within the
response time record

Ma_chinery_\_/ibration

Dynamic signal analyzers provide a powerful solution for measuring and analyzing
machinery vibration. As part of a predictive maintenance program. a DSA is an

informative monitoring device which measures and displays machinery vibration spectra
precisely with wide dynamic range. ln product development or refurbishment. a dual-
channel DSA provides an easy-to-implement solution for balancing of rotating machinery.

ln this application area, the dual-channel HP 3562A and single-channel HP 3561A are

both excellent measurement solutions. However, with an additional measurement channel.
some advanced analysis capabilities. and built-in automation and documentation
functions. the HP 3562A provides some key enhancements.

For predictive maintenance:
I both input channels provide 80 dB of dynamic range; the key benefit is early

detection of vibration components which may indicate wear in critical bearings

I with two input channels, cause and effect measurements can be performed which
can help isolate vibration problems within a system such as a gear train

I for signature analysis, known-good baseline measurements can be stored in an

external disc drive for future reference; each file is stored with the date, the time of

day. and a user-entered file name

For machinery balancing:
I two input channels provide direct measurement of functions such as orbits (time 1

versus time 2) and cross-channel phase (with frequency response or cross power
spectrum)

I the balancing solution can be calculated from a frequency response measurement
using the built-in waveform math capability; the result can be shown on the analyzer
display as a plot of relative phase

I the measurement and computation process can be automated. without a computer or

special software. using the builtin auto sequence programming capability; results

can also be plotted automatically if an HP-GL plotter is connected to the analyzer

/



Section 6:

Sales Aids

Sales Aids & Demo Procedures

To help you present the HP 3562A to potential customers, LSID has assembled a
promotional package with a consistent theme in terms of both content and graphic
design From the promotional flyer, to the video tape, to the user’s guide, the product
message is consistent and clear: Accuracy and Versatility for Complete Testing and
Analysis. This concept is also maintained in the demonstration procedure described later
in this section.

To further support your sales efforts, Lake Stevens Division is actively supporting our
“DSA family" concept with the HP 3562A literature package. ln sales situations which
require a presentation of the current product line, this promo package matches the HP
3561A literature in terms of concept, content, and color scheme.

Product Literature:

HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer data sheet (5953-5130)
HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer flyer (5953-5129)
HP 35628 Dynamic Signal Analyzer System ordering guide (5953-5128) g

Product Note 3562A-1, “Operators Introduction to the HP 3562A T;

Dynamic Signal Analyzer" user’s guide (5953-5127) 1;
“The HP 3562A: the Advanced Dual-Channel Dynamic Signal Analyzer”

customer-quality video tape
internal orders: 1%” U-matic format 90312HZ)

standard VHS format 90312H\/) i
standard Beta format 90312HVV) .- .

Customer orders: 3/4” U-matic format 90312HD) .~__,

standard VHS format
standard Beta format

/\/\/-\/-\/\/—\

Application Notes: the AN 243 series of application notes addresses the fundamentals .
of dynamic signal analysis as well as how specific application areas can benefit from DSAs.

AN 243 “Fundamentals of Signal Analysis" (5952-8898)
AN 243-1 “Effective Machinery Maintenance Using Vibration Analysis" (5953-5113) V

(part of the HP 3561A introduction package)
AN 243-2 “Control System Development Using Dynamic Signal

Analyzers" (5953-5136)
(part of the HP 3562A introduction package)

Seminars: Lake Stevens Division has put together a series of DSA seminars which are
presented periodically by peaked Systems Engineers. Two of the seminars are currently
in place with three more slated for completion by the middle of FY85.

The DSA Seminar—A one day introduction to DSA theory and applications using full
color slides and real-world demonstrations.

The Rotating Machinery Seminar—A one day introduction to rotating machinery analysis
with DSAs. Uses full color slides and real-world demonstrations with the HP 3561A.

introduction to Servo Analysis—A half-day seminar featuring full color slides and realistic
demonstrations with the HP 3562A. Available at introduction of the HP 3562A.

Servo Analysis Using DSAs~A three day course which presents an in-depth look at
servo system analysis with dynamic signal analyzers. Features full color slides and
hands-on experience with the HP 3562A. Available mid-FY85.

Making Better Measurements—A three day course dedicated to the fundamentals of
good measurement techniques with DSAs. Features full color slides and hands-on
experience with HP DSAs. Available mid-FY85. '

Third Party Software Program: To provide solutions for specialized DSA applications .

such as modal analysis, LSID is working actively with qualified independent software W
vendors (lSVs). We are also working closely with the Design Systems Group HP+
software program and will use their services and expertise to recruit and develop third
party lSVs. The result will be an expanding list of software products which extend the *
capabilities of our DSA products, including the HP 3562A. 1;

At the time of this printing, a list of vendors and programs was not available; however, at 5*”

1?

es’:

90312HA)
90312HB)

12 1
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introduction the following literature will be available to answer most of your questions
regarding third party software activities and available software solutions:

Design Systems Group HP+ Field Training Manual

LSID Software Solutions Field Training Manual

Measurements Solutions Selection Guide

Software Solutions Brochure (HP+ data sheets and folder).

With these resources, plus help from your DSA RSE or peaked DSA SE, you will be able
to provide your customer with a complete solution from measurement to analysis to
documentation of results.

Front Panel Demo Procedure

This section presents an easy-to-follow demonstration of three key uses of the HP 3562A;
network analysis, spectrum analysis, and waveform recording. A brief demonstration of
the built-in service diagnostics is also provided.

An automated version of the entire demo is available as an auto sequence program. lf

you have a microfloppy disc drive with your demo unit, a 3‘/2” disc containing the
program is available from your Lake Stevens RSE.

Network Analysis
The HP 3562A provides a versatile solution for the full cycle of modeling, testing and
analysis of dc-to-100 kHz networks. Predict system response with frequency response
synthesis. Test the system with linear resolution, log resolution, and swept sine testing
capabilities. Extract a mathematical model from the measured response with the curve
fitter.

Q EQUIPMENT: This demo procedure highlights the use of the Linear Resolution
measurement mode for fast baseband and zoom characterization of a device under test.
The procedure is general enough to be applied to almost any dc-to-100 kHz network; it

works very well with either the HP 3562A Demo Unit (ET25325, available from LSID) or
the HP 3582A Demo Set (ET11149, no longer available but can still be found in some
offices). Three BNC-to-BNC cables and a BNC “tee” are required to setup a network
measurement.
[NOTE To expand the demonstration to include synthesis. other measurement modes, and the
curve fitter, please refer to Product Note 3562A-1, “Operators introduction to the HP 3562A." All

procedures in the product note are very “demo oriented")].

Measuring System Response with Linear Resolution
Given an unknown network, a good starting point is a full span baseband (zero-start)
frequency response measurement. This can be done very quickly with the Linear

I Resolution preset measurement;

1. PRESET: At power-up the analyzer defaults to the linear resolution mode. If the
analyzer IS "ON", press the MEAS MODE key and select the LINEAR RES softkey.

__ Press the green PRESET key; to view the setup state, press the STATE/TRACE key.

2. SOURCE: To activate the signal source, press the SOURCE key, then select the
SOURCE LEVEL softkey. The Entry group keypad, knob and arrow keys will be active
(ENABLED LED is on): select the desired output level (random noise is the default and

° correct signal type).

3. AVERAGING: Since random noise is the active signal, averaging must be used. Press
the AVG key: the Entry group is automatically activated for entry of the top menu item.
number of averages; select the number of averages (10 is the default value). Select the
STABLE (MEAN) averaging softkey.

4. INPUT COUPLING: If input coupling or grounding needs to be changed (summarized
in the state table), press the INPUT COUPLE key to activate the menu.

5. CONNECT D.U.T.: Connect the device under test as shown below. Both inputQ channels will autorange to the correct setting.
6. SELECT DATA: To create an upper/lower display of magnitude and phase, begin by

pressing the A & B key. Press the MEAS DISP key, then select the FREQ RESP
(frequency response) softkey. Press the B key to make only that trace active; Dress the
COORD key, then select the PHASE softkey.

7. START: Press the yellow START key to perform the averaged frequency response
measurement.

//13
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The I-lP 3562A is fundamentally a dual-channel spectrum analyzer with 801 lines of
resolution and 80 dB dynamic range. Flexible zoom analysis and built—in demodulation
capabilities enhance the power of this instrument as a spectrum analyzer.

The full span measurement provides a quick look at the entire response. but may not
have sufficient resolution to show details. A zoom measurement makes it possible to
concentrate the full 801 lines of resolution in a narrow band centered on a resonance.
The X»a><is marker combined with the Entry group MARKER VALUE key makes the
setup fast and SITTIDIEBI

1. ACTIVATE MARKER To activate the ><—a><is marker. press the X key. Position the
marker on a point of interest in the display.

2. BAND MARKER: In the X-marker softkey menu. select HOLD X CENTER to activate
the band marker capability. Turn the marker knob to adjust the width of the band (the
center will be held constant)

3. SET START and SPAN: Press the FREQ key. then press the MARKER VALUE key
in the Entry group. When the FREQ key is pressed. the FREQ SPAN entry is

automatically activated. With the band cursor active. the span and start frequency will
be entered according to the marker values.

NOTE: when the frequency span is changed both input channels may autorange—the
source level is constant. the span is increased or decreased. and the inband power
changes accordingly, possibly requiring a change to the input range.

4. START: Press the yellow START key to start the new measurement. The zoom
measurement will be performed and displayed: for greater resolution. repeat steps 2
and 3.

The Display group keys. i\/IEAS DISP and COORD in particular. can be used to view
other formats. functions and coordinates.

EQUIPMENT: This demonstration shows some of the basic spectrum analysis
measurements which can be made with the HP 3562A Linear Resolution mode. A
function generator or modulated signal source (HP 3314A. 3325A. 3326A; ET 25325)
should used to provide the signal to be measured. At least one BNC cable is necessary
to connect the source output to the analyzer input.

Baseband Analysis and Harmonic Markers
Spectrum analysis measurements can begin quickly using the special preset power
spectrum measurement Several time saving features in the marker group are also
demonstrated.
l. SPECIAL PRESET: Press the green PRESET key. Select the P SPEC LINRES

(power spectrum. linear resolution) softkey to activate the preset dc~to—lOO kHz
measurement.

2. CONNECT SIGNAL: Connect the signal source to input channel 1. To change the
input coupling or grounding. press the INPUT COUPLE key and make any required
selections.

3. AVERAGING: To average the noise floor to its mean level. press the AVG key and
select the STABLE (MEAN) softkey.

4. ACTIVATE MARKER: Activate the X»a><rs marker by pressing the X key. The marker
will appear at the largest peak in the response; if the fundamental is not the largest
peak in the response, move the marker to the fundamental.

5. HARMONIC MARKERS: Press the SPCL MARKER (special marker) key. Select the
HMNC ON (harmonic on) softkey to activate the special markers and the associated
menu.

6. SET FUNDAMENTAL: Select the FNDMTL FREQ (fundamental frequency) softkey.
Press the MARKER VALUE key: this enters the X-marker frequency value as the
fundamental.
The Entry group arrow keys and knob can be used to "fine tune" the fundamental
frequency setting to position the markers precisely on the harmonic components.

7 DISPLAY T.H.D.: Select the THD softkey to obtain a readout of the total harmonic

/

distortion for the displayed markers (the THD value is shown at the top of the display in

the second line of the annotation field).
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Zoom Analysis and Sideband Markers
Changing from baseband to highresolution zoom analysis can be accomplished quickly
with the frequency group (FREQ key) and the X—a><is marker. Accurate characterization of
sideband power can be performed with the sideband marker function.
1 HARMONIC OFF: Select the RETURN softkey. then select the X FCTN OFF softkey to

turn off the harmonic markers.
2. MARKER AT FUNDAMENTAL: Verify that the X-axis marker is on the fundamental

frequency component.
3. SET CENTER and SPAN; To set up the zoom measurement. press the FREQ key.

Select the CENTER FREQ softkey. then press the MARKER VALUE key The marker
frequency is entered as the center of the zoom span.
Select the FREQ SPAN softkey and enter the desired frequency span.

4. START: Averaging should still be active. Press the yellow START key to perform the
averaged zoom measurement. The fundamental and several sidebands should appear
on the display trace.

5. MARKER TO PEAK: To analyze the sidebands in the measured spectrum: press the
SPCL MARKER key: select the MARKER —> PEAK softkey to position the marker
on the peak (fundamental).

6. SIDEBAND MARKERS: Select the SBAND ON (sideband on) softkey. then CRRIER
FREQ (carrier frequency). Press the MARKER VALUE key to enter the marker
frequency as the carrier value.

7. SIDEBAND FREQUENCY: Select the SBAND INCRMT (sideband increment) softkey
and enter the sideband frequency (for example, 50 or 60 Hz power line). The Entry
group arrow keys and knob can be used to "fine tune" the sideband increment and4‘ position the markers precisely on the harmonics.

8 . DISPLAY INDEX or POWER: Select the MOD INDEX or SBAND POWER softkeys to
display the computed modulation index or sideband power values, respectively (these
values are displayed at the top of the trace in the second line of annotation).

rigordi_”

The HP 3562A provides a 20.480-sample buffer with a 256 kHz sampling rate: real—time

or "gap free" data can be recorded from either input channel for as many as 10
consecutive time records containing frequencies up to 100 kHz. Analysis can be
performed in both the time and frequency domains with displayed and annotated results.
Pre— and post-trigger delay capabilities as well as postcapture zoom analysis (up to 10X)
are also provided.

EQUIPMENT: This demonstration emphasizes the time domain analysis capabilities in the
HP 3562A. including expansion and scrolling of captured data. Either a transient
generator or a microphone (with BNC connector) should be used as the "waveform
generator" (the HP 3562A demo box. ET 25325 contains both a transient generator and
a microphone/speaker).

Capture a Spoken Phrase or a Transient
1. SELECT MODE: Press the MEAS MODE key. then select the TIME CAPTUR softkey.

2. PRESET: Press the green PRESET key. The Time Capture setup state will be

. CONNECT SIGNAL: input channel 1 is active. Connect the microphone or transient
generator to the CHANNEL 1 input.

4. SET RANGE: Press the RANGE key, then select the CHAN 1 RANGE softkey. While
speaking into the microphone or generating a series of transients, set the input range
(using the Entry group keypad. arrow keys or knob) such that the green HALF
RANGE light is on and the red OVER RANGE light is off when a signal is present.

5. CAPTURE AN EVENT: Press the MEAS MODE key. then select the TIME CAPTUR
softkey to display the Time Capture control menu.

When ready. select the START CAPTUR softkey and speak into the microphone or
generate a transient. (the preset capture is 1.6 seconds in duration — a 5 kHz
frequency span starting at O Hz). When the capture is complete. the compressed
buffer containing 10 time records (20480 points) is displayed



Analyze in the Time Domain
The X-axis marker provides several features which are very useful when analyzing a
captured waveform.
1. ACTIVATE MARKER: Press the X key to activate the marker. The marker will appear

at the point of maximum amplitude.
2. BAND MARKER; Select the HOLD X CENTER softkey: use the marker knob to

spread the band marker about a portion of the waveform. Select the HOLD X OFF
softkey to hold the band width (with “hold off" active, the band marker can be moved
across the display with the marker knob).

3. EXPAND DISPLAY: To expand the portion of the waveform in the band select the X
MRKR SCALE (X-marker band to scale) softkey. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as necessary
to expand further.

4. DATA SCROLLING: Select the SCROLL ON/OFF sottkey. Use the marker knob to
scroll the waveform through the expanded viewing area.

5. RETURN TO FULL SCALE: To return to a view of the entire capture record, select
the X AUTO SCALE softkey. NOTE: the display amplitude scale can also be set with
the SCALE key. Press the SCALE key, then select the Y AUTO SCALE key.

Simultaneous Frequency Domain Analysis
The linear spectrum for blocks of 2048 points can be displayed simultaneously with the
full captured buffer.

1. DISPLAY FORMAT: press the UPPER/LOWER key to create a split screen display.
Press the B key to make the lower trace active.

2. SELECT DATA: Press the VIEW INPUT key, then select the LINEAR SPEC softkey.
The linear spectrum for the first 2048 points will be displayed.

3. SCROLL THROUGH: Press the MEAS MODE key, then select the TIME CAPTUR
softkey. To set the step size for scrolling, select the POINTR INCRMT (pointer
increment) softkey, then enter .25 RECORD with the keypad and terminator menu.
Select the CAPTUR POINTR sottkey; press the arrow keys or knob to move the
capture pointer through the buffer. The linear spectrum for each time record will be
displayed on the lower trace.

Demonstration of Self-Diagnostics

16//’//

The HP 3562A contains an extensive set of selfdiagnostic routines that can be used to
verity correct operation (and to help service technicians isolate problems quickly). At
power-up, the analyzer performs a complete self-test: the digital boards are tested first,
then all of the boards are used to perform a self-calibration.

The user can check instrument operation at any time by pressing the SPCL FCTN
(special function) key, then selecting the SELF TEST soltkey. This activates an extensive
battery of diagnostic tests which verify the operation of nearly every board in the analyzer.
The entire test is completed in about one minute. Test results can be viewed by pressing
the SPCL FCTN key and the SERVIC TEST, TEST RESULT and TEST LOG softkeys.

A typical example of a service test is the Source Functional Test. This test can be
activated by pressing the SPCL FCTN key followed by the SELF TEST. TEST SOURCE,
and SOURCE FUNCTN softkeys. Problems in the analog source, the calibrator, and the
input channels can be isolated with this test in about 30 seconds.
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Section 7: Questions and Answers

The following is a list of potential questions regarding the HP 3562A. and our best
responses. To get you to an answer as quickly as possible, the questions have been
grouped as Measurement, Analysis, Documentation/Automation and Ordering
Information. Where possible, application subheadings (electronics, etc.) have also been
added.

Measurement Questions

General

How does a 13-bit ADC provide 80 dB of dynamic range?
The input channel ADCs are 13 bits plus a sign bit producing an effective 14-bit ADC (a
dithering technique is also used to improve the measurement of low-level signals). Thus,
dynamic range is effectively 2Olog(2“14)= 84 dB, or 280 dB.

What functions can the analyzer measure directly?
The answer depends on the selected measurement mode. Following is a table of the
measurements with the valid modes indicated as LN (linear res), LG (log res), SS (swept
sine), and TC (time capture).

Time Record (chans1 & 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LN*, TC
Compressed Time Buffer (chan 1 or 2) . . . . . . .TC
Orbits (chan 1 versus chan 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LN*
Input Time Record (full span; chans1 &2) . . . .LN, LG, SS, TC
Input Linear Spectrum (full span; chans1 &2) .LN, LG, SS, TC
Filtered Linear Spectrum (chans 1 & 2) . . . . . . .LN*, TC
Power Spectrum (chans1 &2) . . . . . . . . . . . . .LN*, LG, SS, TC
Power Spectral Density (PSD; chans1 &2) . . .Ll\l*, LG, SS, TC
Square Root of PSD (chans1 &2) . . . . . . . . . .LN*, LG, SS, TC
Energy Spectral Density (ESD; chans1 &2) . . .LN*, LG, SS, TC
Cross Power Spectrum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LN*, LG, SS
Frequency Response, linear freq spacing . . . .LN*, SS
Frequency Response, log freq spacing . . . . . . LG, SS
Coherence Function (with averaging) . . . . . . . . LN*, LG, SS
impulse Response . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LN*
Histogram (chans1 & 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LN*, TC
Probability Density Function (chans1 &2) . . . .LN*, TC
Cumulative Density Function (chans1 & 2) . . . .LN*, TC
Auto Correlation (chans1 & 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . LN*, TC
Cross Correlation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LN*

Demodulation is a valid pre-processing function for all starred Linear Resolution (LN*)
measurements (when zooming). All Linear Resolution and Log Resolution measurements
can be performed on Time Throughput data (with the exception of full span Input Linear
Spectrum and Input Time Record).

ls there an easy way to measure functions such as coherent output power or
cepstrum?
Yes, with the Auto Math capability (a combination of Auto Sequence programming and
Waveform Math). Auto Math lets the user enter math functions which operate on
measured data as it is taken. The AUTO MATH softkey in the measurement display menu
can be given a user-entered label; the softkey label becomes part of the display trace
annotation. Example Auto Math programs for functions such as the two mentioned above
are provided in the HP 3562A Operating Manual.

What are the benefits of 801-line frequency resolution?
ln general, increasing the lines of resolution tends to decrease actual measurement time.
If a particular frequency resolution (delta f) is required for a measurement, 801-line
resolution means that the test can cover a wider span in the same amount of time when
compared to an analyzer with fewer lines. ln cases where a particular span is needed,
801 lines provide increased resolution, possibly reducing the number of additional zoom
measurements required to show closely-spaced details.

What are some typical accuracy specifications for log resolution and swept sine
frequency response measurements?
Typical (not specified) accuracy specifications are:
Log Resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0.5 dB, 1 3.0 degrees
Swept Sine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.1 dB, 10.5 degree
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How is maximum real-time bandwidth achieved?
As is the case with the HP 3561A. maximum real-time bandwidth is achieved with the
“fast averaging“ function. The display trace is updated when the ensemble is finished;
this function can be repeated automatically via Auto Sequence programming. Typical
realtime bandwidths with fast averaging are fO kHz single-channel. 5 kHz dual-channel.

What types of averaging can be selected?
Stable (or mean), exponential, peak hold, and continuous peak averaging functions are
user-selectable. Time averaging (or synchronous averaging) can also be activated for use
with any of the preceeding functions.

Can the frequency range be extended above 100 kHz?
The internal architecture of the HP 3562A makes it impossible to display frequency
information above fOO kHz (the internal workings are not identical to the HP 3561A).

Can the anti-aliasing filters be switched out of the signal path?
No. this capability is not provided.

Can multiple units be triggered simultaneously?
Yes and no. A common trigger signal can be sent to the external trigger input of two or
more units: for best results. the external reference input of all units should be connected
to the same precision reference signal. [However, at the time of this writing this technique
had not been benchmarked and the resulting accuracy is unknown. Performance of
simultaneous triggering via HP-IB is uncertain (all units at the same address).]

What does the “Ftealtime” message mean after a measurement?
If the “Flealtime" message is displayed following a measurement, it indicates that the it

measured data contained no gaps. The analyzer keeps track of this internally within the
data gathering and digital filtering assemblies ~ the analyzer knows when samples are wt‘ i
taken and whether or not they are used. =

i

What is Logarithmic Resolution and how does it work?
Log resolution IS a measurement technique which uses linear resolution FFT points to
create a result similar to a log swept sine test. The benefit: a rapid FFT'based frequency
response measurement with resolution distributed proportionally from low to high
frequencies. 5?

rs

Depending on the frequency range, linear resolution measurements are taken in parallel A
at two or three different spans to provide points with two or three different resolution
values. These points are recombined (not lust reformatted, which is a standard feature of ‘
most DSAs) into 80 proportional-bandwidth filters per decade; the center frequency of ~,

each filter is spaced linearly on a logarithmic frequency scale. j 4.;

What is a frequency response analyzer and how does it work? a
A frequency response analyzer is a network analyzer intended for use at low frequencies s

(typically from tens of kiloHertz down into the milliHertz range). An important difference t
between network analyzers and frequency response analyzers is the input filtering for the 1
low frequency range. Network analyzers typically use frequency-domain tracking filters *
with fixed bandwidth; frequency response analyzers avoid the high cost of narrow #~

bandwidth (<1 Hz) filters by filtering in the time domain via integration.

ln a frequency response analyzer, the signal source is typically stepped from the start to oi .;stop frequencies. The frequency, and therefore the period, of the signal is known at each
step. By integrating the response over the period of the stimulus, spurious, harmonic and
noise signals are filtered out of the measurement. The greater the number of periods j
integrated, the narrower the resulting “filter”.
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How is demodulation performed: hardware or software?
Demodulation is a preprocessing function which is performed by software on blocks of
4096 sampled time points. Recall that the demodulated power spectrum is one-half the
span of the original zoom measurement (the FFT computations are two-sided and require
twice as much data); however, by starting with 4096 samples, the resulting half~width
span still provides 801-line resolution in the demodulated spectrum.

Are there any major differences between TIME CAPTURE and TIME THRUPUT?
Yes: Time Capture can gather data from either of the two input channels (single-channel
measurements only) with a maximum real-time bandwidth of 100 kHz. Time Throughput
can gather data from either or both input channels simultaneously (single- or dual-channel
measurements); maximum real-time bandwidth is a function of the attached disc drive
(see Documentation/Automation for specifics).

Capacity is also different: Time Capture can store up to 10 time records (2 to 20,480
points); Time Throughput can store up to 32,767 time records per throughput f//e (64
million words or 134 Megabytes; thus, disc capacity will be a limiting factor for
throughput).

Throughput data can be analyzed with linear resolution (including demodulation for zoom
measurements) and logarithmic resolution measurements. Linear resolution zoom
measurements can be performed on any portion of a baseband (zero start) throughput
file which is real-time (the number of real-time records is indicated in the throughput
header).

Capture data can be analyzed with linear resolution baseband and zoom measurements.
Zoom measurements can also be demodulated.

Why are there HALF RANGE and OVER RANGE indicators on the front panel
above each input connector?
For optimum performance (best signal-to-noise ratio in the input circuitry) and maximum
dynamic range, the input attenuators should be set such that the input signal is greater
than half of the input range, but less than full range. Thus, when set properly, the HALF
RANGE indicator is bright green and the red OVER RANGE indicator is off.

Electronics

Can the display be calibrated in dBm?
Yes, in the coordinates menu (press the COORD key). After selecting the MAG (dBm)
softkey, the impedance can be entered in ohms.

Can dc voltage be measured accurately?
Not with any confidence. In a complex-valued FFT computation, the real and imaginary
parts both contribute to the dc (or O Hz) component. Also, input-circuit offsets and drifts
(which vary with temperature and attenuator settings) contribute a varying dc component
to the displayed response.

Can suppressed carrier signals be demodulated? Pulsed signals?
Suppressed carrier signals cannot be measured directly; however, if the carrier is added
back in (perhaps using the built-in fixed sine source and an external combiner), the
resulting signal could be demodulated.

ls the built-in source HP-IB programmable?
Yes: source type, frequency (for the sine wave signals), burst length (for burst random
and burst chirp), ac output level, and dc-offset level are all HP-lB programmable.

Servo Control Systems

What is a Frequency Response Analyzer?
This special type of low frequency network analyzer is described fully in the Technical
Details section, above.

Can the signal source be floated?
The source cannot be floated above ground potential; however, an external isolation
transformer can be connected to the source output in cases requiring a floating source.

How long does a typical cunre fit take?
A typical 10-pole/10-zero curve fit can be completed in less than 60 seconds with a user-
selected system order. A complete 40-pole/40-zero curve fit (again, with user-selected
order) can typically be generated and tabulated in less than 8 minutes.



Mechanical Analysis

Acoustics

Why two input channels instead of four?
In the case of the HP 3562A, most of the major application areas require only two input
channels to perform most measurements. The added cost (and increased price) of two
additional high performance inputs would have adversely effected the price and
performance value for users not requiring four channels.

Can two or more units be linked together as master and slave?
This capability is not available for the HP 3562A.

Why isn’t modal analysis built-in?
As was mentioned above regarding two versus four channels, the increase in price could
not be justified for the maiority of users.

Why was ICP (integrated circuit piezoelectric) power not included on each input
channel?
In the development of the analyzer, it was learned that a greater measurement
contribution could be made for a majority of the users by providing truly differential
inputs. The differential input circuitry in the HP 3562A is not compatible with a built-in ICP
current supply.

Who are some recommended transducer/charge amplifier manufacturers and
suppliers?
Until these accessories are available from the “instrument store," direct contact with the
following manufacturers is recommended:

PCB Piezotronics Kistler
3425 Walden Ave John Glenn Drive -I
Depew, NY 14043 Amherst, NY 14120 i ,

(716) 684-0001 (716) 6915100

Bently-Nevada Endevco
P.O. Box 157 Rancho \/iejo Road
Minden, NV 89423 San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
(702) 782-3611 (714) 493-8181

Why was the magnitude map display not included?
l\/lap~type displays require a large amount of internal memory (particularly with 801
frequency lines per spectrum) which requires additional space and adds cost. The
analyzer also uses a vector display which is excellent for one or two data traces, but not
for high quality multiple-trace maps such as those made by the HP 3561A (which uses a
high resolution raster display).

ls the EXTERNAL TRIGGER input level user selectable? How about EXTERNAL
SAMPLE?
External trigger level is user selectable from —1O to +10 volts peak in 8O mV steps. The
external sample input is TTL-compatible only.

What is RNG UP autoranging?
Range up or up-only autoranging is very useful when performing impact testing of
structures. The input channel ADCs will only be ranged upward (when the hammer is
striking the object) and will hold that level; the autoranging will not attempt to change to a
lower level when the signal level is low (the quiescent non-striking output level of the
hammer transducer).

Why were 1/3, 1/1, or 1/N octave analysis capabilities not included in the
analyzer?
The HP 3561A includes both 1/3 and 1/1 octave measurement capabilities, where the HP
3562A contains contributions such as log resolution, swept sine, and disc throughput. As
part of our development of a family of DSA products, it was decided to include m
complementary capabilities which will help us address a wider range of applications and
user needs.

A computer-based solution is available for HP 3562A users who need ‘/3 octave
measurements. A listing for this program (which uses log resolution data to speed up the
process) is provided in the HP 3562A programming manual.



Will the logarithmic resolution mode work with transient data?
Because the log resolution computation is a parallel measurement of two or three time
record lengths, transient data is not compatible with this technique. As shown in the
figure below, this is due to the fact that a single trigger point does not exist.

Time records through two paths in the digital filter for a single channel would occur as
shown below:

Path 7 T.rec 1 T.rec 2
Path2 T.rec1‘ T.rec2‘. .. T.rec1O‘ T.rec11’

As you can see, it would not be possible to select a “correct” trigger point for a
type signal.

Can the source generate periodic random noise or impulse signals?

transient-

Periodic random noise is not available with the HP 3562A. Periodic sine chirp signals
were included instead due to the improved peak-to-rms ratio and the resulting
improvement when fast characterization of nonlinearities is required.

Impulsive signals can be generated using the burst sine chirp or burst random noise
signals. Burst length is selected as a percentage of the time record length. Percentage is
user selectable from 1 to 99 in increments of 1.

Analisis Questions

ls Waveform Math in the HP 3562A the same as Trace Math in the HP 3561A?
No. Waveform Math operates on the complex-valued measurement data block; Trace
Math in the HP 3561A only manipulates data in the display buffer. Thus, in the HP 3562A
a computation of open-loop response from a closed-loop measurement will yield both
magnitude and phase information from a single computation (Trace Math requires one
computation for magnitude and another for phase).

Can Waveform Math combine a linear resolution frequency response
measurement (linear res or swept sine) with a log resolution frequency response
measurement (log res or swept sine)?
Yes, but the curve fitter and frequency response synthesis must be used as an
intermediate step. One of the two measurements must be curve fit and the results
transferred to the synthesis table. The response must then be synthesized over an
identical frequency span with linear or log resolution (whichever is required); the two
responses can then be combined.

Can a forward FFT be performed on an arbitrary sized time block? Does an
inverse FFT use a full data block?
Forward FFT operations can only be performed on 2048-point time records. Inverse FFT
calculations do not use a full data blocl<—missing values are zeropadded in the
computation.

What is a curve fitter‘? Why is the HP 3562A curve fitter so special?
A curve fitter is a mathematical algorithm which computes the roots (poles and zeroes,
frequency and damping values) from a measured frequency response. The results are
complex-valued numbers which are typically displayed in a tabular format. In general, two
types of curve fitters are in use; single degree of freedom (SDOF) which fit one resonance
at a time, and multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) which fit one or more resonances at a
time.

The HP 3562A curve fitter is an MDOF algorithm which can fit as many as 4O poles
(resonances) and 40 zeroes (anti-resonances) simultaneously original frequency
response data can be linear resolution, log resolution, linear sine sweep or log
sine sweep. Other noteworthy capabilites include: userselected or automatic selection of
the system order (total number of poles and zeroes); the use of a weighting function
(based on the coherence function) to enhance accuracy when fitting a typical noisy
measurement.

How quickly can the cun/e fitter solve and tabulate a response?
Recent benchmarks show that the curve fit for a 10-pole/10-zero system can be
computed and displayed in less than 60 seconds with user-order activated. [Results are
typically faster with user-order because a bounded problem is easier to solve than an
unbounded one.] // 21



How well does the HP 3562A curve fitter work with structural dynamics
measurements?
Very well. However, the user must pay close attention to the tabulated results when
zooming with very high resolution, or when the zoom span is distant from dc. Symmetry
assumptions in the algorithm tend to create out-of-band poles to achieve a good fit: the
in-band computed results will tend to be accurate but the out of band components may
not actually exist.

A more fundamental requirement is “good measurements", or measurements with
adequate resolution. Under-resolved resonances and antiresonances typically appear as
narrow spikes and will be treated as noise rather than part of the response.

If a user wants to predict the effect of compensation on a system, can a
synthesized frequency response be added to a measured frequency response?
Yes. Frequency responses can be synthesized with linear or logarithmic resolution over
any linear resolution, log resolution, or swept sine frequency span. As long as the
measurement and synthesis frequency parameters (center, span; linear, log resolution) are
identical, measured and synthesized responses can be combined for prediction and
analysis.

Documentation and Automation

General Questions

Which peripherals are supported with the HP 3562A?
All HP-GL plotters (including the large format 758Xs), the 794X series of Command
Set/80 (CS/80) disc drives, the 9122D/S and 9133D Sub Set/80 (SS/80) disc drives, and
the 91XX series of “Amigo” protocol disc drives are supported by the HP 3562A on the “\
HP-IE3. The HP 9144 tape drive is also supported.

I

What are some typical HP-IB data transfer rates?
The transfer rate is 60 Kbytes/second. Data can be transferred to a controller in three
formats: internal binary, ANSI binary, and ASCII. Internal binary is the fastest because no f
conversions are performed before the transfer; the other two formats are slower since ~

they are converted from internal binary before the transfer takes place. -

P
1Typical total transfer time for internal and ANSI binary are approximately: frequency

‘ sresponse, 250 msec and 500 msec repectively; power spectrum, 200 msec and 400
msec respectively. “

Are outputs for large screen analog displays provided?
Yes, X, Y, and Z outputs are built-in for driving large screen displays such as the HP ,;
1310B, 1311B, 1317B, and 1321B.

Can the display be programmed directly via HP-IB?
Yes. The analyzer uses the HP 1345A vector display unit. Random vector plotting as well
as the complete character set can be accessed through the HP 3562A’s HF’-IB poit.
Are user-defined softkey menus possible?
Yes. User SRO (service request) menus can be created via HP-IB for interactive testing
situations. Each key can be given a twelve character label (two lines, six characters per jé

line) to personalize or clarify a particular function. i

Mass Storage

What is the internal storage capacity?
The internal battery-backed CMOS memory can store five user-defined setup states, the

titpower-down setup state, five Auto Sequence programs (with a maximum of 50
keystrokes each), and one measurement (the user-defined window function, if used, is
stored in this register.)

Why wasn’t a disc drive built-in?
Flexibility was a primary concern, followed by space limitations and reliability/durability ‘
concerns. By making the disc drive an external option, the user can select a drive with
the features and performance to fit the task at hand: a large capacity CS/80 disc drive
with tape backup for data throughput applications, or a smaller portable micro floppy for
storage of setup states and measurements.
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How much information can be stored on a double-sided 3.5" disc?
The HP 3562A keeps track of disc les in terms of sectors. A single-sided 3.5” disc is
formatted for approximately 1000 sectors; a doublesided 3.5” disc is formatted for about
2300 sectors. Example file sizes for records created by the HP 3562A are: time record,
33 sectors; frequency response, 28 sectors; power spectrum, 15 sectors; setup state, 3
sectors; Auto Sequence. Auto Math, curve fit tables, and synthesis tables, 4 sectors each.
Thus, one double-sided 3.5” disc can hold about 80 frequency response measurements.

What are some typical real-time bandwidth specs for throughput of data to disc?
Maximum Fieal-Time Bandwidth

Single-channel Dual-channel
Protocol, Model #
CS/80, 794X series 1O kHz 5 kHz
SS/80, 91228, D 1.56 kHz 800 Hz

9133D floppy 1.56 kHz 800 Hz
Winch. 2.5 kHz 1.25 kHz

Amigo. 91218, D 500 Hz 200 Hz
9133V, XV 500 Hz 200 Hz

Why wasn’t DMA built into the analyzer?
When the analyzer was originally defined, direct memory access (DMA) was considered
as a feature. However, in light of the design goals (such as low cost), the cost in terms of
pc-assembly space and device count was unjustifiably high (particularly when the cost of
a suitable disc drive was considered—the combination of analyzer and disc was no
longer a cost effective solution).

The time throughput capability, when combined with one of the new HP 794X fixed disc
drives, is an excellent solution for most applications of the HP 3562A. The most
noteworthy exception is audio/acoustics work which could benefit from a 2O kHz real-time
bandwidth.

ls a bubble memory mass storage option available?
No, bubble memory is not available for the HP 3562A.

Are data-only plots possible for users with pre-printed plotting forms?
Yes! If the markers are active, the marker annotation and values can also be included in
the data-only plot.

How long does it take to make a plot?
With either the HP 7470 or 7475 HP~GL plotters, a fully annotated plot takes
approximately 80 seconds and a data-only plot takes about 35 seconds.

Can the analyzer control a plotter with a desktop computer on the bus?
Yes, if the controller passes control to the analyzer before plotting begins. An example
program which does this is given in the HP 3562A Programming Manual.

Are outputs provided for X-Y recorders? Can a ’scope camera be attached to the
display bezel?
X-Y recorder outputs and a camera-compatible display bezel are not provided with the
HP 3562A. The low cost and high performance of digital plotters has made them the
most widely accepted solution for cost-effective documentation of results.
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Ordering Questions

What is the HP 35628 Dynamic Signal Analyzer System?
The HP 35628 includes the HP 3562A and one of several HP disc dr‘ e th Hiv s( e P 35628
Ordering Information Guide provides a detailed l' t Th "is). e system configuration includes
compatible (su ort d di ' ' 'pp e ) isc drives, ensures coordinated delivery to the customer and
ensures quota credit for the Field Engineer. Accessories |lSlI€d on the ordering guide l

other than disc drives are for information purposes onl and sh uld by o e ordered by model
or part number.

:"@

The HP 35628 is not a modal analysis product. For information re digar ng modal analysis
solutions, please refer to our L k St 'y a e evens DS/-\ RSE and the third party program
literature.

vte:ii2;*i<1z'.Q1"Zl3§¥”-

7 ,2 »:

Are rear panel inputs (RTIP) available as a special option? 5

Degradation of performance and physical space limitations prevent us f if ‘ ‘rom o ering this
option.

Can the unit be operated from 400 Hz ac line?
Yes, Wlih 115 Vac (+10%, e250/0) line voltage.

What is the HP Part Number for the transit case?
Hewlett-Packard Part Number 9211-2663.
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Section 8: Glossary of Common Terms

Accelerometer. An accelerometer is a form Balancing. Rotating machines can be Coherence. A very useful indicator of the

of f‘fT€Cl’T8l')|C8|'TO-6l€CIflC8| transducer which is balanced using a Dynamic Signal Analyzer. ln quality of a frequency response measurement.

typically mounted on a vibrating obiect to the HP 3562A this can be done using Can indicate the relative amount of noise or

measure acceleration. Accelerometers are triggering or with a technique known as other nonecoherent signals present at the

available in a variety of sizes. sensitivities multiplane balancing to find the location of the output of the system. but not at the input to

("volts per g"). and frequency ranges. Some imbalance forces. Weights are then added the system. ln the absence of such signals.

form of signal conditioning or amplifier is 180 degrees away from. or subtracted. at the the coherence will be unify. Any non-coherent

required. be it an external charge amp or an imbalance point. (This is similar to “computer signals will reduce its value below one. In the

ICP (integrated circuit piezoelectric) current spin balancing" of automobile tires.) extreme case where none of the output signal

supply built into the analyzer. (See also Band 5e|eerab|e Ana|yeis_ gee ZOOM_ was present at the input. the coherence will

SlGNAL CONDITIONING.) Bandwidth The Spacing between be zero. Since coherence is not a quantitative

Acoustic Intensity. A vector quantity which rreooenoree er Wnren e oanooeee rrrrer mee$T"efhehT- ‘T TTTUST he lhTefl3feTed V‘/‘Th

indicates the direction and magnitude of errenoeree rne eroner by 3 ob rn e DSA eeme eefer Leelfege hehllheef dl$TdTT'dh-

sound propagation at a point in space. lt is rneaeorernenr bancrwrdrb rs equar to interfering signals. noise, and a number of

proportional TO The 'TheQ'hef)/ l3efT OT The Cress (frequency span)/(number of lines) x (window other phenomena can an Cause poor

specmim measdremem Dew‘/eeh TWO CTOSQIY factor). Window factors are 1 1 for Uniform, 1.5 coherence" Tn addmon to ‘TS use as an

spaced microphones in the sound field. ror Hennrno‘ and 382 for rzrer rob lhdhlCeTTefC@TfThre§$U;eCT2ehg;lUZgTé’-éheompme

Aco stic In ensi can be measured directl . . CO efeh e TJ '0 h U

Wrrnurne r-HIE 35¢-éé/r_ y B‘;se|'"§ Spectru? A "'bTaT‘Oh Specmlm system signalto-noise ratio. and as a means

Ta en W en 3 mac me ‘S ‘n good Operamg of isolating sources sources of noise and

A|ia$i"9- Alleelhg '3 eh effdf TheT eeedfe Wheh condition; used as a reference for monitoring
an A-D converter attempts to digitize a stgnal and anarysrs

ggigeéznc$.n(§|lZb )called the “gamma

that is higher tn frequency than T/2 the sample -

rate of the converter In a spectrum analyzer Block S|ze' The Stamng pom Tn FFT ana“/SIS C°mPe"5aTi°" NeTW°|'k- c'feU'TfY added Te

the result of this would be a false reading In ‘S a Couecuon of Mme Sampies Caued The data e C0hTf0l 5)/5TeT‘h TO ehedfe TheT ededUeTe Qelh

r n r
mock The 5'29 of ms mock ‘S aways a power and phase margins will be achieved for stable

swept spectrum ana yzers t e ana ogous
onenornene re oerreo -rrrneorno OT 2" h/p'Ca“y 2048 Sammes (the HP 3562A) or operation. The Waveform l\/lath and Frequency

T024 Sammes (The HP 3561A)" Response Synthesis functions can be

2/Qghre Bode P|O‘l. A log-magnitude amplitude versus impgrtant aids when designing compensation

f n /SD tn Id mp logfrequency display typically used to plot the networks and predicting their effect on the

fa O I e ' Com/ere’ '3 CCU O ervwse frequency response of a control system It ts ¢@nirOi system
cause alia" or false readtn s. '

Auto-Caliziration A rocgss for removtn the Usefu‘ because each pom or Zero of the Constant Bandwidm Finer‘ A bandpass
' D r Q System Causes a 6 GB change Tn The Sbpe OT filter whose bandwidth is independent of

systemanc errors In an Instrument to achieve 5“a'9hT “he Segments Wmch are Used to center frequency. The filters simulated digitally

the mghest possmie accuracy" Tn the HP appfoflmale The acme“ response‘ The HP in a DSA are constant bandwidth. (See also

3562/\ Thle '5 dehe h\/ 'hTefheT|Y eW'Tehlh9 <3 3562A ><~axis cursor (in point or band mode) UNEAR RESOLUHON)

l<hOWh elghel Thfetlgh The lhii>T1T- measuring The and the special slope marker can be used to C C l . A ' h I

efhhllhlde ehd TfedUeheY effefe» ehd edlT15Tlh9 measure slope directly at any region in the mss one at;°n‘ TWO C anne h

subsequent measurements with these factors. reeoonee Thea5kd'emehT dhThe 5|"TT"Z"T)’ bewaeeh Tde

Auto Correlation. A time domain measure of Burst Chr|.p_ A berroore reer erne eweeb Wrrn 8'9“ Onfoe C. awe anh a tnmegge I

version o t e signa ont e ot er c anne

the Smamy of a ggna‘ and a “me Tagged 5 Sweep “me TYp‘CaHy Tess Than The “me One maior application for Cross Correlation is

version of itself. The time-lag is not a physical reooro length (Sampling p6|'lOd). By ending r

time delay. it is introduced in the mathematical rne eweeo oerore rne eno or rne rrrne reeorov the measuremrfm of Mme degys Tn St t

formula for the Auto Correlation. Fiandom e rronrry oernoeo reeeonee oen oe roroeo ro Zisgirgjegugapisoi raOggeah:;%eTn(:c we‘

h0|$e~ TOY e><efhl3Te- eO”eTeTe5 DeTTeeTTy Wheh decay to Zero within the record by &d]USIlf'lQ maxrrnom varue or rbe cross Cbrreranon

the tirnerlao is Zero en the Other hand the the burst length ih the HP 3562A the burst r r rr r r rr rn d r

unc ion wt occur a a ime equa o e eay

AUTO Cd"eTeTl@h OT e elhe V‘/eve T5 ehdThef length is US9f—d8TlfTabl6 as a percentage of the present rn rbe Syerem Marbemarrearry rne

STHUSOTG Wm The Same penod‘ For W8 mason “me record Iengm \/ed’ “Sew when Tesmg Cross Correlation is also the inverse Fourier
the Auto Correlation is often used to extract tronrty oemoeo eyererne; ereo oeeror for roer T f f h C S Th r

rans orm o t e ross pectrum ere ore.

periodic signals from noise in the time domain enereererrzerron or eyerenr rrneenry the of time deray arse be

h hw en no sync ronous trigger is present. -

Mathematically. Auto Correlation is also the gsrgggggdogéfgrn sgjaigegitargr ‘gijsgnear (ampmg of the cross Spectrum

gr;/Zirsffufnounm transform of me AUTO COll'lC‘ld8l'iC62Of vibration sources (ie . ix Cross Spectrum Tnre rwo enenner

imba ance. x misalignment) with rotor natural measurernenr rs Cbrnbured by mornbryrnb rne

° 9 9- Y Y resonances The form of the diagram is a Lrnear Sbebrrnrn or cbanner 1 by rbe eornbrex

$eleCT$ The ODTlThUfh lhDUT fehge TOT The rectangular plot of resonant frequency (YGXIS) bonrbbare or rbe Lrnear Spectrum on cnanner

eT1ffehT lhF3UT Signal. vs excitation frequency (><—8><|$). Also known as 2 1-be rmabrnary ban or rbe cross bower

Auto Spectrum (Power Spectrum). A DSA an interference diagram. (See also Application Spectrum IS Used rb combore Acoosrrc

spectrum display whose magnitude represents Note AN243-1 for more detail) rNTENS|TY_

the pr?/Var gtrvfgch frequency ind Whm his Cascade Plot‘ See SPECTRAL MAP" Curve Fitting. A mathematical process used

goegni‘ averaging pro uces an au O Charge amP|iTie|'- Amplifier Heed TO @Oh\/eFT to extract numerical values for resonant

D '
accelerometer output impedance from high to frequency, damping (Q), and residue

AVe"a9|"9- Th e D3/X d'QlTe||)/ evefeglhg low. making calibration much less dependent rarnpirrnde) from 3 frequency response

Severe‘ meaguremems Tmproves accmacy or Oh Cable eel3ee'Tehee~ measurement. These values are then used to

Teduces The level OT asyhchfohohs Closed-LQQp Gain, The frequency regptjrige define the mode shape for modes of vibration

components Refer to definitions of RMS. time. or 8 Connor System measured between the or rbe bores and zeroes rbr an ereerronre

and peak how averagmg control signal input and the systems output. n6IWOfl<- Thefe fe 8 Ftvmhef OT CUT)/e TTTTITTQ

The measurement is made with the feedback alQOflIhmh$ currently Th T159 M0$T Ceh he

elements in place (i.e.. loop closed) and the classified as either single or multiple degree of

gygtem Operating in its rigrmal faghiori, ff8€dOfTl, d8D€dll'ig OH Wh€th6f they fit one
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or many resonances simultaneously. The HP errors. These 800 pairs thus correspond to the stability even as components age and
3562A curve fitter is multiple degree of 800 "lines" available in the HP 3562A. [The temperatures drift. These margins can be read
freedom (40epoles/40-zeroes) and can use the data sheet correctly states that the analyzer directly from a Bode plot of the openeloop
coherence function to weight the frequency has 801 lines of resolution: the extra line is the frequency response.
response data. inaccurate dc component in a baseband Hanning window Hannind is a Window

Digital Filter. A Cilgliéil filler performs flllerlftg meaSlirerrl@nl- but a valid data point in a Set function (also called "passband" in the HP

operations on sampled (digital) data in the HP $TeTT OT eeT’eehTel Zddm hTeeeUleThehT»l 3582A) that is used in general purpose noise

3562A the digital fitter is responsible for Finite Element Modeling. A computeraided and vibration measurements. lt provides
performing zoom analysis on the data. and design technique for predicting a structure's optimum frequency resolution while trading off
also allows HP to implement alias protection dynamic behavior prior to actually building amplitude accuracy. lt should not be used
on all spans using only one analog filter A key and testing it. These programs provide a when optimum amplitude accuracy is desired
advantage of digital filtering is consistent. choice of simple structural elements such as since the window amplitude accuracy is +0.
preciselymatched phase and amplitude plates. triangles. spheres and cylinders which -1.5 dB (see FLAT TOP WlNDOVV).

performance at all spans the user combines to define the structure. The |mba|ance_ Uneddai iadiai Weidni dieindiiiidn

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). A meehehleel l3lOli>el'Tle$ OT eeeh e|elhehT ere on a shaft or rotor; a shaft condition such that
procedure for calculating discrete frequency deT'hed ehd Cdlhblhed WlTh bOUhdeTY the mass and shaft geometric centerlines do
points (or lines) from a time record. Since the edhdlhdhe To deTe”hlhe The 5Th1CTdle'e not coincide.
iieddeney domain ieedii is cOmDie><_ ine behavior. A number of finite element programs impact Testing. A popuiar test technique

number of frequenc oints is usuall ‘/2 the e><leT OT Which Ohe OT The beeT khdwh '3Y D Y used mainly with mechanical structures. The
number of points present in the time record. N/3\STFTAN< MOST OT Theee Dlddlehhs md5T hlh Object is mi Wiih an insiiumenied hammer io

Displacement Transducer. A transducer on Large Computers because of me W98 provide a "known" force input to generate a '

whose output is proportional to the distance amount of “ah Whlch must be Computed‘ but frequency response measurement (the input
between it and the measured obiect (usually at ‘east two “me element programs are force is measured by a transducer mounted
the shalt in a rotating Fl’l8C|’Tlfl6). This type of avaame TOT HP desktop and ”‘h"°°'“h““@’$- on the hammer). The response of the structure
transducer typically uses induced currents and Fmne aemem modehng and moda‘ anah/8'3 is measured at a desired point with an

inductance or laser-based measuring are Complementary teChn'qUeS' In fact‘ a accelerometer or other suitable pickup. The
techniques T;{?(inap?1T'g€:§CnU:gg mgdfigngigise popularity of impact testing stems from its

Dynamic Range‘ rne dynamic iande iiddie modélg y relative speed. low cost. and little need for

tells you how far below the input range an Sldeelellzed eeeeeedllee
analyzer can detect a signal. in the l—lP 3562A Hat Top W'“d°W- DSA Wlhdow Tuhcnoh Impedance, Mechanical. The mechanical '

this is 80 dB. Wmch prowdes the best amphwde accuracy properties of a machine system (mass,

Dynamic signai Anaiyzer (DSA)_ €O'HTes$‘g%%§As(3fqe fleqdegcy Components stiffness. damping) that determine the

Spectrum/network analyzer that uses digital IO ed Oi dB ' a Op Wm OW accuracy ‘S response To penodlc Torcmg Tmctlonsi
signal processing and the Fast Fourier ' ' ' Impulse Response. The impulse response is

Transform to convert sampled time points into Frequency Response‘ The measurement The Tllhe dolhalh leelilehee OT e heTWOTl< Of
ireqiiency domain Componenis DSAS can traditionally associated with network analyzers. device diia id an ideai iinpiiiee iiineiidn inpiii
dismay resuiis as time‘ iieqtiency (mcwding It is the ratio of the system s output spectrum Tna impdiae response is a pddiiei iianeidnn

phase spectrum) and amplitude (histogram. to ‘TS ‘mm Sp‘T3'Ct'Um~ H includes both pair with the frequency response function.

PSD) functions. Most DSAs are also directly ’“a@“'T“.de ram and phase. “Terence ThU$. TT The lfhpl-llee leellohee ls Fodder
programmabie with deskiop Compiiiers for information. ln most DSAs it is calculated as iianaioimadi ine ieeiiii is ine fieddaney

automated or advanced applications the ram of The CROSS SPECTRUM To The response; if the frequency response is inverse-

Engineering Units. In many vibration. Input AUTO Sp|_ECTRUM Tm appfdach has Fourier transformed. the result is the impulse
two advantages. it provides the qualitative response.

fOT8tlfTQ machinery. and acoustic applications COHERENCE f ti d d i i

the user would like to see results in units such a m er Si nai liligrcg?/2' an Oeii Hi? reqme KeYPha5°"- A eldhel deed lh T0TeTlhQ
__ , _. gg g raging (w ic is

aa iniia riinenea per eeednd and d S . . machinery measurements. generated by a

E i in ni a abiiii ii We ine reqmed for Th‘? Coherence Tu'l°"°hl- Tms transducer observing a one-per-revolution
“Q heel 9 U Ts C D Y 8 O approach provides excellent re ection of non

analyzer display to be calibrated and labelled Coherent Signais which may be) present in the e\/ehT- The heYDhe5OT Sldhel '5 deed lh Phase
with these units; the marker may also read out test System (Com/ennonai Swept Network measurements fag ankalysis agd bagihclhgi

‘n SUCTT “"5 Analyzers are not capable of this eyphasor ‘S a emy eva a Na e name‘
External Sample. A technique frequently diS@nininaiiOn)_ |-e3ka9e- The le e; Tehh TheT deeeéleee The

used in the study of rotating machinery where F R A - feed“ OT he‘/lhd e 'hlTe Tlme feedf ehQTh eh
the internal sample clock is replaced by a irequefncy f esponse nawzen A Specla‘ eppeele e5 e "$h’leehh9 OT Tleddehey <3OhTehT

i cass o low requency swept sine-based T

signal derived from a tachometer attached to network analyzer Commonly Used lh The dl5D|e)’ed elghel T-eekede ehdle
the machine being analyzed Since the St i st U I d . degrade The eeellleey OT e D3/X To Teddee

sample rate is actually varying with the speed Sy hem e mg Ses We Omam lmegranon These e"0f$~ Wlhd0W TT1hCTl0h$ ale epfllled TO
th h 1

of the machine. the vibration spectrum (ii) irac;:ge€f;gS‘eniiggg giiiéggytr i;< The Tlme Teedld (The eehhldled Tlfhe daTe)- A

appears stationary — even as the machine I 8" SI d f f f good analogy for the effects of leakage is

changes speed (see ‘ ORDERS ) This makes typlc y eppe {Om requency to requency" WheT le eeeh lh 3 $WeDT 5DeCTh1h’l ehelef
it easy to study vibration levels over wide RPM The period of the dscrete Signal '8 Used as the Wheh YOU el/Veeh T00 Te$T- Thle T0DlC lsdt flt
ranges fTez%r:r[i§igsF32r‘gngl(e p§iiitOL§F(Tthi§r<:omputed at Covered m more data“ In AN243‘
F39 F°u"le" T'a"5T°""" (FFT)- The FFT ls each measurement point Results are typically Linearity‘ The response of a “near System
The elddmhhh deed by DYhelhle Sldhel displayed on an alphanumeric readout or X-Y remams Constant YY"h. ‘mm I6‘/6| That 18' M the
Analyzers to convert time domain information ieeeidei; in ine i_i|:> 3562/t resuhg are endwn response Td lhDT1T e l$ A» ehd The Te$D0h$e

(the time record) into frequency domain as a edneianiiy dpdaied daia iiace Wiin T0 lhl3T1T T3 '3 Bi The Teepdhee OT e llheel
information. Given 2048 time points the FFT numene ieadoui ai ine Sweep iiadiiency 3Y5Telh T3 lhl3UT ie t bl Wl|l‘T3e (A bf t5h)- MO$T

returns tO24 pairs of amplitude and phase - - M Feel-Well $YeTeTh$ are hdh' 'heel- U eve 3

points ln DSA's only the first 800 pairs are Sam am: Phge Margms easures of the llheaf 0DeleTlhQ Tegldh Whleh ddee lh TeeT~

used since the rest may contain slight alias Azgrgfaga firgltnyggri €gg:‘?g§ygeerBSUre disple)’ Thle TVi3e QT hehevldf Ah e><elhl3le OT e
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l'lOlT—tll'l€8l’ system is one whose response is process of band-limiting the noise source Vs Octave. A measurement made with
limited by a mechanical stop. such as occurs signal so that most of the output energy is resolution that varies proportionally across the
when a bearing mount is loose. concentrated in the analysts frequency range. frequency range being analyzed. Each
Lines“ Qornrnon rerm deed ro deeorroe rne This improves Slg0<':1|'tO—l'lOlS6 ratio. ensures measurement point or bin IS ‘/3 octave wide.
rrrrere or e D3); (e_d__ --8Ot.|rr-re eneryzer ry that out~of-band resonances are not excited. This technique provides more frequency
Linear Averaging See nME Ar/EnAGrNG_ and produces more accurate results when resolution at the low end of the frequency

measuring non-linear devices. scale and less at the high end One-third
tLinrerar ResoL:igon.tThaeH rfgeaeurerigent Naturar F|,equenoy_ rno rrodoenoy or rree octave analysis was originally used because it

rec rquego d O ro A r Otrt » a br K vibration of a system. The frequency at which Was eaa)’ to htlitd Srvectrurn ahatYZef$ Which
rans orrn- ase ana zers. int e-size oc i

t‘ r r y an undamped system with a single degree of were a collection of parallel filters spaced at Vs

O ttme Samhes ts ttahstothted thto a btock Ot rreedem Wrrr oeerrrere Upon momenrery octave intervals. in fact. some of the first
tieqthey Crtaihhaih Deiirttte Wfhiiteh gtie Shagaa drspraoemenr rrorn no rear oosrnon spectrum analyzers were built this way. One

rapai ihea \/I e ieeti ihQ i ei ah Wi t 5 . . . . t benefit of i/3 octave analysis is that it can
are constant across the measurement span NYqui$t C"te"°"- heeltliieiheht that a reduce a Comorex Spectrum rnro a row
Can also be accomplished with a linear sweep Saihhtad 5Y$teht aaihiater at a tieqhehw r o d ~ i- | H rrequency an s in rea time ence. i you
Swept 5'he test tcothhate With LOGAhth_tMtc gqtgjéitrggan twtce the htghest ttequency to be are lust trying to get a feel for the shaDe of a
hEsOt—UttONt- ' noisy spectrum. ‘/3 octave analysis is ideal
Lif‘l€8l' Spectrum. Th6 FOUHGT transform Of 8 Nyql-"st Plot‘ A teat)/etStJ3 tmagtnaty dtsptay (many r1Qi59 regulatigng gpecify the use Qf T/3

time record of the control system s frequency reSpOhS8 it octave analyzers). A second benefit is that
Lines of Resolution -nae number or mes or is useful because the Nyquist Stability Criterion nornan noarrno and rneonanroar vroranon are

resolution provided by a DSA refers to the '8 Otteh Stated th teiihs Ot. the Opetttoop heth Diepeitiohat t3ahdWi<Itth ih hattife aha
number of discrete data elements points or behat/tot th the teatttmagthaty mane" eah he ahat)/Zeet Uethg this teehhiqtle
bins in the frequency domain which result NYq"t$t 5tabt|itY c"tte't°"- th Set‘/O Cohtiht Peak Hold. In a DSA. a type of averaging
from performing an FET on a time record. The syateih ahat_)’$i$i the Deiht ("t to) Oh a Nyqtiiat that holds the peak signal level for each
maximum number of lines available ts equal to Ptot is a Ciiticat Daft at the $Y$teth iespohsa frequency component
‘/2 the htihihei Qt Deihte ih the time ieeeid» th The Nyqwst Stab't.tty chtetph States that a Periodic Noise (also called pseudo-random
the HP 3582/t 54205 aha 54-23A the feedback System ts Stabte tt ah?’ only tt the noise). A type of noise which is random from
number of ilri€S displayed IS 256 In the HP plotted response does not encircle the (~10) Sam re ro Sam re Wrrnrn me We record brrr

3561A 400 lines are available. and in the HP Poiht Wheh theie aie he Date? Pieeeht ih the Wore? reoears gxaorry rrorn reoord ro reoord
rt ht hand l n lf l st th htO 3562A 8Ol lines are 8V8lt8tZ)|8. 9 - $'Pa e- F30 es e><i ih e fig r Tnos rr aoooars --oenodroir ro rne anaryzer

\ Logarithmic Resolution. A measurement riapnt:?g§r' ghecgtritarscitigtg it and Onty Periodic noise is useful because it requires no
which provides frequency-proportional encrcrem ts r 1 O r r Th D windowing or averaging to obtain good
resolution. Filter bandwidths are frequency eh O (T. ' t '8 equa O e hum er results. However. it does not work well as a

proportional; filter center frequencies are Ot potes Wtth posmve teat parts" stimulus for non-linear devices (for non-linear
Spaced apart rrnearry en e regerrrnmre Octave. The interval between two frequencies devroeer random noree Wrrn everedrno re been
frequency axis. Can be accomplished with a With a iatio Qt 2t Power Spectrum. The power spectrum is

log sweep swept sine test. or with the log Open-Loop Gain. The frequency response of available by multiplying the linear spectrum by
resolution mode in the HP 3562A. (Compare a control system measured with the feedback it's conrugate Hence it is phaseless It is used
with LINEAR RESOLUTION) elements disconnected (i.e.. openrloop). The primarily in two channel analysis. (Also called
Moda| Ar-|a|ysis_ Tne process or breekrno openrloop gain is important because it the Auto Spectrum.)

down the total vibration of a structure into its Pia‘/ides a meahs at at/atuatihg the '5tah'titY Ot Pre/Post Trigger Delay. Post trigger delay
component parts. Just as spectrum analysis the Wstehi tt is tVPiCattY_a dttttchtt refers to starting data sampling after the
allows us to separate and display the maashiemeht to make dttecth’ hecattse the trigger signal has been received. lt is used

tieqtiehey COrTiD0nents of a time waveform, OPeh'tOO9 gath is Usttatty Vet)’ htgh ahd thaw when the data to be analyzed has a delay
modal analysis breaks down a complex 5Y$teih5 Witt hot Opaiate With the tO@P Opeii relative to the trigger it is synchronized to (for
vibration into its components (or modes) and t‘t@WeVei- a Qieat hehetit at the Wat/eteiih example a delay caused by propogation time
displays the vibration shapes of each one Math @aPah'titY ih the HP 3562/t aha 5423A is of an acoustic signal through the air) Pre-
separately. More information and examples the ahitit)’ to Compute this ieshtt trigger delay is used in transient analysis to
can be found in AN243. hhatheihaticatty tioih a rctoaadtoap capture the beginning of a transient event by

Mode Shape. This term is used to describe measurement‘ tt can 3'80 be Computed Usmg sarnrviino heteie the tiiggei Oeettied
the structures deformation patterns for each ah eixtethat Catcutatot Wtth the HP 3582/t Random Noise Generator. A signal
mode Moer moder eneryzers Drevrde an Orbit. The path of the shaft centerline motion oeneraror deerdned re produce random norse
enrrnered dreereo, or rne mode eneee ro erd during rotation. The orbit is observed with an rr rs rnosr orren Used as a reer srrmorue for

the user in visualizing the structures behavior Oscilloscope Cehheetetit to X' aha Yraxie making frequency response measurements
I and identifying areas of excessive deflection dieptaeefheht tiah$Ctt—iCei'5- Same dtiatichahhet with a DSA. Because it contains energy at all

and stress which could lead to potential DSAS Stich as the HP 3562A have the at3ttttY frequencies (i.e.. broadband). random noise is

problems. such as early fatigue and breakage. to disptatf Othit$- well suited to the parallel detection nature of a

The mode shape data is also usually available Orders. Similar to harmonics. but applies to DSA. Pure random noise is particularly useful
in tabular form for input to computer-aided peaks in the vibration spectrum of a rotating when non-linearities are present because. with
design programs which allow the user to machine Major vibration components occur at sufficient averaging. the distortion products will
predict the effect of proposed design changes frequencies corresponding to the speed of average out. A slight disadvantage of pure
without having to implement the change and rotation and integer multiples. These are random noise. however. is that many averages
re-test the item These programs are called “orders." For example. the l0th order may be required to reduce variance in the
commonly referred to as "Structural of a machine rotating at 600 RPM is i0 >< measurement.
l\/lodification" 600 RPM : 6000 RPl\/l. Frequency spectra Rea| Time Ana|yzer_ Sea DYN/Wrrc S|GNA|_

Mooz. This term, coined by HP. is not in tetetehced tO ah extethat Sahtphhg 5'9hat ate ANALYZER
general usage even though a number of dhptayect ih Otdeis Qt ie‘/Ottttiohi
manufacturers provide the capability. l\/looz
(zoom spelled backwards) refers to the
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Real Time Bandwidth. The real-time Signature and Signature Analysis. Uniform Window. In a DSA, a window
bandwidth of a DSA is the maximum span or Signature is a term usually applied to the function with uniform weighting across the
bandwidth at which the analyzer can be measured vibration frequency spectrum time record. This window does not protect
operated and still be sampling data associated with a specic machine or against leakage. and should be used only with
continuously. When the time record length component, system or subsystem. at a transient signals contained completely within
becomes equal to the time it takes to compute particular point in time, under known machine the time record. or with self-windowing signals
the FFT, the analyzer has reached its real time operating conditions. etc. Signature analysis is such as sine chirps, burst chirps, and burst
rate. At spans higher than this the analyzer is the process of periodically remeasuring the random noise.
sampling data. pausing to wait for the FFT to vibration spectrum and comparing with water-fa" p|ct_ Sac RPM SPECTRAL MAP
nish. and so on. Real time rate is usually of previously measured signature (historical - r T -th h t ord miss d Window. A time domain weighting applied to

O O O89 W QC O a a 3) a time record to reduce leakage errors. In the
ahy deTe Tei9-- e@OTl$T'@ ePh"@eTl°h$)- Sine Chirp. A band-limited. band-translated frequeI'lCy domain the window function is
Rectangular Window. See UNIFORM (for zoom measurements) sine sweep with a ana|cgcUS rc me bandpass frncr through
WINDOW. sweep time equal to the time record length. Whrcrr We Wccrc ar,a|yZc a Srcca| Wrrh a swccr
Root Mean Square (RMS). Square root of 3TeiT ehe STOP Tiequeheles are automatically analyzer. Just as the swept analyzer provides
the sum of a set of squared instantaneous eeT TO hTeTeh The ihee$TJieihehT epeh \/eiliee a choice of filters for various purposes, DSAs
values. DSAs can perform RMS averaging Wheh $YhChi0hlZeTT WiTh The Tiihe ieeeid he provide a choice of window functions to suit
digitally to reduce the variance on noisy Wihdewlhg is ieqviied TOT Thie Sigheii U$eTU| TOT different analysis needs. The five major
measurements. Also called STABLE Te$T CheieCTehZeTi0h$ OT hehiiheei $YeTeTh$ ehe windows (or passband shapes) available on
averagrrrg for real-time network analysis of tunable filters. Hp DSAS arc;

RPM Spectral Map. A spectral map is a 5TeP Re5P°"$e- The Time eefhelh Teepehee Flat Top (or Sinusoidal)Atrades off frequency
3D—ili<€ display that shows many spectra OT e eOhTfOi eY5Teih TO e eTeD ihl3UT- iT Die)/ides resolution for best amplitude accuracy (+0.
stacked on top of each other This provides a e iheeeliie OT The TieheiehT Deiiehhehee OT The -0.01 dB)
means for viewing a large amount of data at 5)/5TeThT Ueihg Weveieim MeTh- lT T5 ee$Y T0 Hanrrrrrc (cr |:garrdcrrr)_rradea cff amcmcda
one time. The RPM map plots these spectra T3eTlbieTe The $TeD ieepehee ih F>eiCehT TO accuracy (+0, _1‘5 cg) r’-cr best rrcqccrrcy
as frequency vs amplitude vs RPM (RPM is facilitate direct reading of rise time and over’ resorrmoh
the variable on the vanishing point axis). This 5hO0T< Uniform (Or Trahgehhaused with trahsieht
is useful in machinery run-up and coast-down Time Averaging. In a DSA._averaging of time Srghars that decay to zero by the ehd or the
analysis when trying to find operating speeds records that results in reduction of -h th h. .t time record. Also used with self-windowing
I at em e iesonances m e mac me (Oi ' S async ionws Components" source functions such as sine chirps and
mow“) to dangerous Ieveis A Spectra‘ Thai’ Time Re¢°i'd- A ieeeid OT eeihpied Time periodic noise since the signal is periodic in
can 3'50 be Used To SMGY how ele‘3TiOh'C domain data. It is most often used for transient the time record

iariigmpggiiérhhegiiiéémperanm etc“ or capw|refmeaSUr.emgmS and forfextrang Exponential—used with transient signals
S _ S'9naS mm nO'Se 3/“means O Sync “"095 __ (typically during impact testing) that do notampling. The process by which an analog averaging. The term synchronous averaging decay to Zero by the end or the hme record‘
signal is cznverted to a series o‘f dcijgital ref§ésAto the technique‘ of €><i€l‘Tf]Elii}:jTl'lQgb6TlTlg Forceiused dwmg
numers arr nisamitueasa I

.

function otf time?.©lne;eDtSA. sanples are Znalyzevd/.Hl]:c€>arii§<J<I;—t]r?rtr3riEe:iii9(z_i stijgtnaii wiiiathgng eliminate extraneous nO'Se T’°'“.The “me
normally spaced at equal intervals of time. same frequency as the trigger is present in record (3 Special Case of the uniform Window)‘
Other instruments that operate by sampling noisy data, it will average to its mean value. Z°°"i- i\T0imeiiV- The FFT Qivee ieeUlT$ Ohl)’
data include digital scopes and waveform Noise. which is not synchronous with the Tieih d(ClTe eeiiiiiedhgsexligliéhh Treqglehz)" #J$'h§3
recorders. tri er. will avera e to zero. In this wa . the Zeeih eee Ce e eh eieCTe e he We i e
shaker Testing Arrcthcr Common rrreacs or sygigehronous Slggai will average out ofythe $e9iTTehT OT The $DeeTfT1l'h T3e9lhh'h9 eT eh
crcvrcrrrc a rcrcc Srrmumc rc a rnecharrrca| noise. Note, however. that this is not possible eibihei)’ TieQ_TiehT3Y eeh be ehelYZed ih T3TeTeiT3

structure. The shaker is usually excited with WiThOTiT e eyhehieheiie Tiigger eighei 3“ of ‘he avaabie mes Of_'eSO|ut'On are
random noise or a swept sine signal which is Trace Math. Trace math is a function in the Concemraied ‘mo a Specmed frequency band"
converted into a force using hydraulic or HP 3561A which is used like a handheld Zoom ‘S S'm'ia' to Setting The Scan of a Swept
electrodynamic techniques. Electro-dynamic calculator to operate on displayed frequency anaiyzer to a Damcumr center frecwency"
shakers operate very much like loudspeakers spectra. Operations are performed on the
and come in a variety of sizes~from small trace data. not the actual real- or complex~
enough to hold in your hand to large enough valued measurement data. Common
to fill a room. Shaker testing has advantages operations include +. —, ><. /, integrate and
over impact testing in that a variety of stimulus differentiate.
signals (e.g . burst random. swept sine) can Tracking Filter. A low—pass or band-pass filter
be Used to Obtain Superior measurement which automatically tracks the input signal. A
ieSU|T3*e5l3eC‘ai|Y Wm Zoom measurements» tracking filter is usually required for aliasing
Howe‘/eh The eqwpmem ieclwied is Gite“ protection when data sampling is controlled
expensive and difficult to set up. eXrema||y_

Signal Conditioner. A device placed Transfer |:unc°n_ See r:REQUENcy
between a signal source and a readout F;ESp@N5E_
instrument to change the condition of the
signal. Examples: attenuators. Df€'8l'TlDilil8lS.
charge amplifiers
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